Community Activity Report
1.

Neighborhood

Regency Estates

2.

Class name and Instructor

3.

Date, time and location when
class was held
Adult volunteer coordinator(s)

Supported by Charles Brown, Water Resources Dept.,
Town of Cary
Informal activity spread over July/August

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Youth volunteer
coordinator(s)
# of participants
How was the Class advertised
in the neighborhood?
How did the class go? A brief
description

Patty Cervenka
11 ( adults and youth)

Email and social media postings
This was an informal activity completed over a period of 2
months by 4 teams. At the first meeting, the adult
voluteer coordinator distributed supplies and provided
guidance on how to stencil the storm water drains in the
neighborhood. Supplies included water flow medallions,
adhesive, gloves, tracking forms and a map of assigned
part of the neighborhood. Thereafter, based on their
convenience and availability, each group identified the
storm drains in its assigned area and stuck the medallion
on the drains (with the adhesive). The medallion will help
create public awareness that the drains flowed directly
into local rivers and waterways. The fish graphic on the
medallion is intended to emphasize the fact
that chemicals and other items in the flowing water
adversely impacted the fish and other aquatic life in
waterways.
Approximately 150 storm drains were labeled by the
teams.
This was an atypical, and, labor intensive activity. Cooler
weather might have been more appropriate for it. In spite
of the hot summer weather, all participants were glad to
be a part of this unique effort which has a long term

9.

Any green event guidelines
followed?

10. Photos

potential of creating awareness as well as incentivizing
action from residents.
Each participant used a refillable water bottle while
stenciling. No food was served and unnecessary waste
was avoided by using only Town of Cary supplies and
returning the left-over supplies to the Town.

